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THE INSTITUTE 
Profile 
• International centre for research on textbooks 
• Mediator for parties in conflict 
• Forum for international academic exchange 
• Networker for teachers and experts in the field of education 
• Advisor for representatives of political institutions, NGOs, 
publishing houses, textbook authors and teachers 
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THE INSTITUTE – PRINCIPAL FOCI 
• How educational media 
have developed historically, 
• On what theoretical 
principals the research is 
based and which methods 
are used, 
• How the effects of 
textbooks can be 
investigated empirically, 
• How the impact of 
multilateral textbook 
activities can be evaluated.  
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THE RESEARCH LIBRARY 
Profile 
• unique national and international 
research library in the field of 
comparative textbook research 
• the most comprehensive collection of 
international textbooks from the 
subjects of history, geography, 
politics/social studies 
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THE RESEARCH LIBRARY 
Profile 
• Collection: about 253.000 
items 
• Textbook Collection: 
178,000 volumes 
• Academic Collection: 
75,000 volumes 
• Curricula, primers 
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TEXTBOOKS - EXAMPLES 
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TEXTBOOKS - EXAMPLES 
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SUBJECT INDEXING OF TEXTBOOKS 
Challenges for subject indexing: 
• traditional search parameters are seldom relevant 
• titles of textbooks frequently do not act as 
distinguishing characteristics  
• textbooks are typically issued in series 
• it is often not immediately evident for which age 
group a book has been designed 
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SUBJECT INDEXING OF TEXTBOOKS 
Status quo of indexing: 
• very few institutions comprehensively catalogue 
textbook content 
• no suitable, existing classification system to 
replicate 
 
The GEI currently uses a classification system of its own 
design. 
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SUBJECT INDEXING OF TEXTBOOKS 
Why look for a new classification? 
• Better search options 
• Strong desire for increased standardisation and better 
compatibility with other databases 
• Increased internationalisation 
• Networking with other european textbook catalogues 
• Edisco: „Italian Data-Base on the Education Book“ 
• Emmanuelle International: „Bibliographie de la littérature 
scientifique française et internationale sur les manuels 
scolaires“ 
• MANES: „School Textbooks in Spain“ 
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SURVEY CRITERIA 
International 
usability 
Extendability 
Compatibility 
Dissemi-
nation 
Language / 
Cost 
User 
friendliness 
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CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 
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Library classification systems:  
• Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) 
• Regensburger Verbundklassifkation (RVK) 
• Basisklassifkation (BK) 
 
Special thesauri: 
• UNESCO-IBE Education Thesaurus 
• TESE The thesaurus for education systems in Europe 
• ISCED fields of education and training 
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 
Decision made: 
• standard for federal states/regions: ISO 3166-2 
• levels of education: ISCED 
 
Decision pending: 
• subjects 
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LOCAL CLASSIFICATION – ISCED LEVELS OF 
EDUCATION 
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Description Local 
Classification 
ISCED 
Early childhood Education k00  ISCED 0 
Primary education k01 ISCED 1 
Lower secondary education k02 ISCED 2 
Upper secondary education k03 ISCED 3 
Tertiary education k06 ISCED 5 
Not elsewhere classified k04 ISCED 9 
LOCAL CLASSIFICATION – ISO 3166-2 (EXAMPLES) 
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Description Local Classification ISO 3166-2 
Bayern / Bavaria bby (Bayern / Bavaria) DE-BY 
Berlin bbe (Berlin) DE-BE 
UK, Scotland l004 (Großbritannien) GB-SCT 
US, Florida l005 (USA) US-FL 
LOCAL CLASSIFICATION – SUBJECTS (EXAMPLES) 
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Local Classification ISCED fields of 
education and 
training 
UNESCO-IBE 
u030 – Geographie / 
Geography 
0521 Environmental 
sciences 
680 Social studies: 
Geography instruction 
u050 – Geschichte / 
History 
0222 History and 
archaeology 
680 Social studies: History 
instruction 
u070 - 
Sozialkunde/Politik / 
Social/political 
studies 
0312 Political sciences 
and civics 
680 Social studies: Political 
education / Social studies 
u091 - Werterziehung 
– Ethik / Values 
education and ethics 
0223 Philosophy and 
ethics 
682 Values education: 
Moral education 
IMPLEMENTATION AND USE  
• Textbook and curricula content can be catalogued 
and indexed in a standardised process 
• Enables structured searches using parameters such 
as country of validity, subject and education level in 
the   
• Curricula Workstation, a curriculum information 
system,  
• TextbookCat, a new search tool for the GEI’s 
textbook collection 
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CURRICULA WORKSTATION 
• Information system for historic and current curricula 
worldwide 
• Subjects: geography, history, social (and political) 
studies and religious education/philosophy 
• Printed and digital material 
• More than 5,000 documents - rapidly growing 
• Beta version online since 2013, operational version 
went online in March 2014   
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TEXTBOOKCAT 
• new search tool for the GEI’s textbook collection 
• aims to enable more user-friendly and intuitive 
searches of its library collection 
• based on the open source discovery software 
VUFind 
 
• From 1 May 2014: public test version  
available at http://tbcat.edumeres.net/ 
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LOOKING AHEAD 
This new classification system is part of the Georg Eckert Institute’s 
strategy aimed at constructing modern digital research 
infrastructure tailored to users’ needs. 
 
• Next steps: 
• Deciding on subjects 
• Data maintenance 
• Networking with other educational databases 
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LESSONS LEARNED 
• Sometimes a „one fits all“ approach does not work 
 a combination of different classification sytems 
can make sense 
• Cooperation and network-building drives 
development 
• Close collaboration between  
 cataloguing and technical  
 implementation of standards  
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http://socialstrategist.com/wordpress/wp-
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING! 
